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Preface
This manual is an effort to facilitate the user in testing the ABB RED670 relay. It is assumed
that the user of this manual is already familiar with the PCM600 software and hence, it is
not addressing the configuration procedures in detail. The software used for testing the
relay is ‘PCM600 Version2.3’. If your relay is already installed in the station, It is
recommended to configure all inputs and outputs of the relay as per the protection panel
schematic available for the relay as it will make the testing more easy. This manual should
be used only as a reference for testing the relay. It is, by no means, a replacement of the
ABB RED670 manuals provided by the manufacturer. It is highly recommended to read the
‘Application Manual’ and ‘Technical Reference Manual’ provided by the manufacturer for
the RED670 relay for complete understanding of the operation ,application and testing of
the relay.

Suggestions for improvement of this manual shall be addressed to:
omer.nawaz@hotmail.com
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INTRODUCTION
Before starting the relay
Distance relays ‘87L/21/67N’ are used in line protection and cable protection schemes. As the name
suggests, one of the main functions provided by the relay is ‘distance’ protection (21) or impedance
protection. In addition, distance relays are also used to provide the ‘DEF’ (67N) and ‘Differential
protection’ (87L) functions. A brief description of these functions is given below.
Distance Protection (Impedance protection) “21”
Every numerical relay has a principle that it uses to perform its operation. For example, an over current
relay directly uses current measurement as its basic operation principle and gives trip output according
to the configuration after analyzing the current input. For the distance protection, the basic principle of
operation is impedance measurement. When a fault comes, the relay calculates the impedance of the
line, based on the current and voltage inputs at the time of fault and, based on this calculated
impedance, classifies the fault. A detailed description of all functions of distance protection is provided
later in this document.
DEF Protection (Directional Earth Fault Protection) “67N”
DEF Protection in distance relays is somewhat similar to the direction earth fault protection in the over
current/earth fault relays. The basic principle of operation is same. It uses voltage and current
measurement as its basic operation principle. The difference between DEF function of distance relay and
normal directional earth fault function of over current relay is that DEF is more advanced. Other than
the Earth fault pick-up and trip function, it has many sub-functions also, just like the impedance
protection, that are specific to the protection of the line or cable and can be configured as per
requirement.
(Line/Cable) Differential Protection “87L”
The line differential protection function works on the same principle as any other differential protection.
It takes the measurement of the current flowing through the line from the distance relays of both ends
of the line and calculates the difference between both the measurements .This difference is called the
‘differential current’ which ,in an ideal case, should be zero. If the differential current has some greater
value. The relay compares it with the set threshold values and gives the configured alarms and trip
outputs.
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CHAPTER.1
DISTANCE PROTECTION
‘21’
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1.1

Zone Reaches

1.1.1 What is impedance?
Impedance is the complex ratio of voltage (V) and current (I) in an AC circuit. It is described by
the formula:
Z=R+jX,

Figure: 1.1 Vector representation of Resistance ‘R’ and reactance ‘X’

Adding these vectors by head to tail rule, we get.

Figure: 1.2 Addition of ‘R’ and ‘X’ by head to tail rule

where The resistance ‘R’ is the real part and reactance ‘X’ is the imaginary part. The magnitude
of the impedance ‘|Z|’ acts just like resistance where as the angle accounts for how much the
current is lagging from the voltage. The unit for impedance is the same as resistance. That is
Ohm ‘Ω’
1.1.2 What is a zone?
As discussed earlier, the distance relay analyzes the impedance of the line when a fault comes
and uses it to detect and classify faults. Now consider the case in Figure 1.3 .
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Figure: 1.3 A fault coming on line AB

The impedance of the line is obviously proportional to the line length. As we can see, the fault
occurred on 80% of the line AB as seen by relay ‘A’. So the impedance of the portion of line
starting from A up to the fault point will be more because of more line length. The fault is only
20% of the line length distance as seen by relay ‘B’. So the impedance of line starting from relay
‘B’ up to the fault point is comparatively lesser than that of relay ‘A’. So the relay ‘B’ analyzes
the impedance and sees that the fault is near to it , While relay ‘A’ ,at the same time, sees that
the fault is away from it. But to classify the fault, we need to set a certain point in both relays so
they can compare the measured impedance from their respective station up to the fault point
with a set value and see if it’s less than the set value or more. This point is called ‘Reach point’.
Just like an over current relay measures the input current and compares it with set value of
current threshold to classify the fault as stage 1 or stage 2 etc. Consider the case in Figure 1.4.

Figure: 1.4 Setting up reach points

For a simple example, Suppose we set a reach point in ‘relay A’ shown by ‘Ra’ in the figure, as
30% away from ‘station A’ .Similarly we define reach point ‘Rb’ in ‘relay B’ as 30% away from
‘station B’ .And we set the relay so that is the fault comes between the reach point and the
station for either relay, it will give tripping. Now lets analyze the fault shown in the figure 1.5.

Figure: 1.5 Fault coming before the set reach point ‘Rb’

When this fault comes, both ‘relay A’ and ‘relay B’ will measure the impedance of the line
starting from their respective station up to the fault point, based on the current and voltage
values at the time of fault. ‘relay A’ will see that the impedance of the line up to fault point is
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out of its set reach value ‘Ra’ so it will not trip. On the other hand ‘relay B’ will see that the
impedance of line starting from ‘station B’ up to the fault point is less than the set reach point
‘Rb’ and hence ‘relay B’ will trip. This portion of line from ‘station B’ up to the reach point ‘Rb’ is
the fault zone for ‘relay B’. Also the portion of line from ‘station A’ up to the reach point ‘Ra’ is
the fault zone for ‘relay A’.

1.1.3 Distance Zones
A distance relay can have up to 5 distance zones. We can configure reach values for all these zones
in the relay:
1.1.3a Zone-1
Zone -1 is usually set to cover less than 100% of the line length. It basically covers critical faults and
gives instantaneous tripping. It is also known as the under-reaching zone as its reach is less than
100% of the line. All other zones in forward direction are over-reaching zones as they over-reach up
to some portion of the next line also. Usually we set Zone-1 Reach to 80% of line length.

Figure: 1.6 Zone-1

1.1.3b Zone-2
Zone-2 is the first over reaching zone. As the name says, Zone-2 overreaches to some portion of the
next line also. The primary function for Zone-2 fault is to cover the portion of the line that is not
covered by Zone-1.It also acts as back-up for zone-1 in case zone-1 fails to operate. Hence Zone-2 is
time delayed. Zone-2 is set to cover the portion up to less than Zone-1 of the next line . The time
delay for Zone-2 tripping is usually set to 0.25 to 0.4 seconds. Usually we set zone-2 to cover up to
120% of the line length.

Figure: 1.7 Zone-2
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1.1.3c Zone-3
Zone-3 is the second overreaching zone. It is usually set as a delayed backup protection for the line
as well as the adjacent line. It usually covers 100% of the next line. Delay for Zone-3 is adjusted to be
of a greater value than zone-1 and zone-2 of the line as well as the adjacent line, so it can allow
zone-1 and zone-2 of the line as well as the adjacent line to operate and trip. If this protection fails,
then only Zone-3 trips. The time delay of zone-3 tripping is usually set to 1.0 seconds.

Figure: 1.8

1.1.3d Zone-4
Zone-4 is the reverse zone. It usually covers the faults of reverse direction. For example, faults on
the bus bar or fault on an interconnected adjacent parallel line on the same bus bar. It usually
covers 25% x (Zone-1 reach) in reverse direction but it can be more according to the protection
requirements. The timing for Zone-4 is usually set to 1.2 seconds.

Figure: 1.9

1.1.3e Zone-5
Zone-5 is also a configurable zone in some distance relays, if needed. Mostly it is not used so we
keep it off. But it can be configured just like other zones if required. The ABB RED 670 does not have
a 5th zone.

1.1.4 Testing of Zone reaches and timing
1.1.4a Configuring parameters for zones in the relay
For Testing Distance Zone reaches and timing, We have to first configure the parameters for all
distance zones in the relay. For testing purpose, we can use any test setting. However, it is better to
set the parameters used in some previous station already as those parameters will be in accordance
with some actual line used on some other station. Figure 1.10 below shows where the parameters
for Distance zones are configured in the PCM600 software. This figure is just shown as a reference to
provide guidance in setting up the relay. And as discussed earlier, it is assumed that the user of this
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document is already familiar with the PCM600 software and is capable of setting up the relay. It is
not recommended to use the same settings as shown in the figure.

Figure: 1.10 Configuration of parameters for Zone-1

By similar method, you can configure settings for other distance zones as well as Phase selection
(PHS) zones. Remember to configure Distance Zone-4 ‘OperationDir’ as ‘Reverse’ .For my particular
relay, I configured all other parameters of Zone-4 equal to Zone-2 with the exception that Zone-4
was configured as reverse zone. For configuring Power Swing (PSD) zone settings, Figure 1.11 can be
used as a reference.

Figure: 1.11 Configuration of PSD Zones
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1.1.4b Testing of Zone Reaches
After configuring the value of impedance zones ,Phase selection zones , and power swing (PSD)
zones. The zone reaches test is performed. For this test, we need ‘FREJAWIN’ software to be
installed on the laptop. The step by step procedure for testing zone reaches is as follows:
1. Open FrejaWin software.

Figure: 1.12 FREJA Win Icon

2. The FREJAWIN HMI window will open as shown below. Connect the Freja using a straight serial
cable with your laptop. Then click on the ‘OFFLINE MODE’ icon shown in the bottom right of the
FREJAWIN window .The software will detect the FREJA and connect to it.Click on the ‘DISTANCE’
icon (indicated by red arrow in the picture). Make sure that the COM port on which our serial
cable is connected is any one from COM1 to COM5.If any other COM port is used, FREJAWIN will
not detect it

Figure: 1.13 FREJAWIN HMI
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3 . After Clicking ‘DISTANCE’ icon, the following window will appear. Fill in the blank fields as per
the specific data of your station and the relay you are testing. Then click proceed.

Figure: 1.14 Table for entering information of the device under test

4.

A configuration window will appear as shown in figure 1.15, where you can configure the timing
and tolerance for Reach and timing of zones and some other settings as shown below.

Figure: 1.15 Configuration of zone timings and tolerance parameters
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5. After making settings in the configuration window. Click the ‘RX Ramp’ tab. A window will
appear as shown below.

Figure 1.16: RX Ramp window

6.

See Figure 1.17 below and follow step 1 to step 7 shown in the figure to make your setup ready
for testing. Import the graph for distance zone reaches (L-L,L-N and LLL).(graphs are created
using the excel file provided on the following download link
http://www.4shared.com/file/PT31G8-x/REL670_GRAPHS2.html

Figure:

Figure: 1.17 Setting up FREJAWIN for testing zone reaches
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7. A Graph will be created showing all zones as follows.

Figure: 1.18 Graph for zone reaches

8.

Right click anywhere on the graph and click ‘Add ramp’.

Figure: 1.19 Adding a ramp for Zone reaches
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9. A menu named ‘RAMP POINT’ will appear. Enter values for |Z| and Zφ. The value of |Z| should
be big enough so that the ramp should extend out of the reference graph. The value of Zφ
defines the angle of the ramp with respect to x-axis. The created ramp is shown below.

Figure: 1.20 A ramp created on the zone reaches graph

10. By the similar method, Add ramps for different angles covering all portions of the graph, For
example, 0⁰,30⁰,60⁰,90⁰,100⁰,180⁰,200⁰,270⁰.After Adding all these ramps, the graph will look
like the figure given below.

Figure: 1.21 Zone reaches graph after adding ramps
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11. Right click each ramp passing through forward zones one by one and check ‘Zone1’, ‘Zone-2’,
‘Zone-3’ for them. Uncheck ‘Zone-4’ for these ramps as they are forward zone ramps.Similarly
right click each ramp of reverse zone one by one and check ‘Zone-4’ only on reverse zone
ramps.All other zones must be unchecked. It means that the forward zone ramps will only see
the reach of zone-1,zone-2 and zone-3 and the reverse zone ramps will only see the reach of
zone-4.See Figure 1.22 for a better idea.

Figure: 1.22 Selection of zones for each ramp

12. Configure a general trip contact for any binary output on the relay and give that contact to freja
binary input so that freja can detect tripping of relay. Then click ‘START’ button, the zone
reaches test will start.
Please note that as shown in Figure 1.22, all phase faults are selected by
. So the zone reach
test will run for all phase faults. But the green arrow in above figure indicates if we want to start
the test from a specific fault. The test will always run in sequence if more than one fault is
selected. In the above situation, if we want to start the test from AN fault, the sequence for the
test will be AN, BN, CN, AB, BC, CA, and ABC.
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Note: Sometimes a problem happens that the test is going on, For example, AN and BN graphs are done
already and CN graph is going on, and the test becomes stuck. In this case, just pause and stop
the test. And in the window indicated by green arrow in Figure 1.22, just select the fault from
where you want to resume the test. For example, CN fault. The test will resume in sequence.
13. When zone reaches are finished on a ramp, the ramp looks like the one shown in the Figure 1.23
. Let the test complete for all ramps in the same manner.

Figure: 1.23 Zone reaches in progress
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14. After the test on all ramps is finished in the similar way. The test will stop, Close the window as
shown below.

Figure: 1.24 Close the RX window to save the graph

15. The main window for FREJAWIN will appear, save the graph to your desired location from here.

Figure: 1.25 Saving the tested graph
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Figure: 1.26 Selecting the desired location for saving your graph

16. Then again go to ‘Distance’ menu and repeat the same process for Phase selection reaches by
importing the ‘PHS -LN’ , ‘PHS-LL’ and ‘PHS-LLL’ graphs.
17. After finishing and saving the phase selection reaches graph, again repeat the same process for
PSD graph made by the excel file. Please note that power swing is only 3-phase .That is why
there is only one PSD graph. We will import it for 3Phase only and we will not import any graph
for LN or LL for PSD .Also in phase fault selection also, we will select only ABC fault and leave all
the other faults unchecked. And run the test for only ABC fault. Finish and save the test for PSD .
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1.1.4c Zone Timing Test
1. Go to ‘DISTANCE’ menu in FREJAWIN, and follow the step by step instructions given in the figure
below.

Figure: 1.27 Setting up FREJAWIn for zone timing test

2. A graph resembling the figure below will appear after importing the graphs,

Figure: 1.28 After importing the graphs for zone timing.
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3. Just click on the ‘RX’ tab or any other tab and click back again on ‘Zt’ tab so the graph will start
appearing in its proper shape as shown below

.

Figure: 1.29 Graph for zone timing.

Please note that you can change the scale (ohms/div) of the graph for a better view.’ TEST
POINT DENSITY’ is the number of points per division (on the selected scale), on which the timing
will be tested. For example, in the above figure, timing will be taken once on every division. Take
care to select such a scale and test point density combination that timing of all zones is taken.
4. See Figure 1.30 for an example of how a wrong selection of test point density and scale
resulted in no timing taken for zone-2 as indicated by the red circle.

Figure: 1.30 No time taken for zone-2
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5. Avoid the above undesired situation and take the timing for all phase faults, When the test is
finished for all phase faults, exit from the window and save the graph from the main FREJAWIN
window to your desired location just like the zone reaches graphs.
6. Repeat the same process for phase selection graphs and power swing (3phasePSD graph).
NOTE:
In RED670 relay, if you want to trip the relay by injection instrument (Freja) and zone tripping is
given directly from RX mode, it is noticed that tripping time is around 40 ms more than the
desired value. If the injection is run in sequence.1st page healthy condition and second page for
tripping, the tripping value comes correctly.

1.2 Distance Communication Schemes
1.2.1 Theory
Communication schemes are used to achieve fast clearing of the faults on the part of the line that is
not covered by zone-1.Communication protection schemes use internal logic functions using
communication channels to provide the required protection.
Communication schemes are generally divided into 3 types.
 Permissive Schemes.
 Blocking Schemes.
 Inter Trip Schemes.
1.2.2 Configuration of communication schemes in the relay
The figure below can be used as a reference to see where you can turn on and configure your
desired settings for communication schemes. This particular figure shows ‘Permissive OR’ scheme
selected in ‘Scheme Type’. Your desired scheme can be selected by clicking it and selecting it from
the drop down menu.

Figure: 1.31 Setting parameters for scheme communication
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A brief description of some important parameters is given below:
What is ‘Scheme Type?’
This is used for selection of desired communication scheme in the relay. The available options are
 Permissive OR
 Permissive UR
 Blocking
 Inter Trip
These schemes are discussed from section 1.2.3 up to section 1.2.5.
What is ‘tSendMin?’
This is the carrier send time. When send logic becomes true, the relay waits for this time before
issuing a ‘Distance CS’ signal.

1.2.3 Permissive schemes
Note: Zone-1 is known as the under reaching zone because it only covers some portion of its
respective line. All other forward direction zones except zone-1 are called the overreaching zones as
they extend up to some portion of the next line.
In permissive scheme, the permission to trip is sent from one end to the other end .In simple words,
when protection at one end has detected a fault on the protected object. It sends a signal ‘carrier
send’ to the other end relay. The received signal is combined with an overreaching zone (usually
Zone-2) to give instantaneous trip provided that this carrier receive signal is present simultaneously
with the chosen over reaching zone fault of forward direction.
Permissive schemes are further divided into:
 Permissive Over reach (POR)
 Permissive Under reach (PUR)
1.2.3a Permissive Over Reach (POR)
Theory
In permissive over reach scheme, send logic for ‘carrier send’ is a zone which is over reaching.
Normally the first Overreaching zone ‘Zone-2’ is used as send logic.
For tripping in POR scheme, zone-2 and ‘carrier receive’ signal should be at the relay simultaneously.



Send logic
Trip logic

: CS = Zone-2 fault
: Trip = Zone-2 fault + CR

Testing
For send logic, Configure ‘Permissive OR’ communication scheme in the relay and inject zone-2 fault.
Configure one contact for ‘Distance CS’ and check the status of the contact if it’s changing on Zone-2
fault or no. For Carrier send time, run freja in sequence mode .On page-1 inject healthy voltages and
current. On page-2, inject zone-2 fault .Take the ‘Distance CS’ output of relay on freja binary input.
Run Freja in sequence mode from page-3.You will get time for carrier send,
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For trip timing. Configure one binary input of the relay as carrier receive ‘Dist CR’. It’s better to
configure all binary inputs and outputs according to the schematic drawing available as the testing
will become a lot easier. Energize the ‘Dist CR’ binary input manually by giving DC voltage. Go to
freja page-2 and inject zone-2 fault. Configure one output of the relay for general trip. Give the
status of this output to Freja binary input. Run freja and you will get instantaneous trip. Now
Remove DC from the binary input ‘Dist CR’ and again start the freja from page-2.You will get zone-2
fault timing approx.
1.2.3b Permissive UnderReach (PUR)
Theory
In permissive under reach scheme, the under reaching zone (Zone-1) is send logic. Trip logic is the
same as POR scheme.
 Send logic
: CS = Zone-1 fault
 Trip logic
: Trip = Zone-2 fault + CR
Testing
Go to ‘ZSchemeCommunication’ and set the ‘Scheme Type’ to ‘Permissive UR. For testing, follow the
same procedure as given above for POR testing .Only for testing send logic and carrier send time,
Inject Zone-1 fault as send logic for PUR scheme.
1.2.4 Blocking Schemes
Theory
In blocking scheme a reverse looking zone is used to send a block signal to remote end to block an
overreaching zone.

Figure: 1.32 Blocking scheme

Consider the above scenario. ‘Relay A’ will see fault in zone-2 and zone-2 will start. ‘relay B’ will see
the fault in reverse zone. But is it is visible, the fault actually is not present on the line AB. So for this
particular fault, its related protection should detect it and trip it. There is no need for ‘relay A’ to trip
its breaker. To avoid this situation, if blocking scheme is configured in ‘relay B’, it will send carrier to
‘relay A’ if it sees reverse zone (Zone-4) fault. And if blocking scheme is also configured in ‘relay A’, It
will receive the carrier sent from ‘relay B’ and at the same time it is seeing zone-2 fault so it will
block tripping.



Send Logic=
Trip Logic=

Zone-4 fault
Zone-2 fault+ No Carrier Received.
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Testing
Go to ‘ZSchemeCommunication’ and set the ‘Scheme Type’ to ’Blocking’. For testing send logic,
Inject Zone-4 (reverse zone) fault and check the status of ‘Distance CS’ by configuring it on relay
binary output. For Carrier send time, Go to Freja page-2 and inject zone-4 fault. Take ‘Distance CS’
status into freja binary input. Start freja and you will get carrier send time as soon as the relay sees
Zone-4 fault. For trip logic, configure one binary input of relay for ‘Distance CR’. Energize the input
by givin DC voltage and inject zone-2 from freja. The relay should not trip. Now remove DC from the
binary input and again inject zone-2 fault from freja. The relay should trip instantaneously. For trip
timing, run freja in sequence mode from page-3. Give healthy voltages and current on page-1. Inject
zone-2 fault on page-2. Give ‘Distance CS’ status from the relay to freja binary input. Run freja in
sequence mode from page-3.You will get instantaneous trip time although you are injecting zone-2.
1.2.5 Inter Trip Schemes
Theory
In some cases, there is a need to trip the remote end breaker immediately from local protection. So
the send signal is initiated by an under reaching zone (Zone-1) of the local station At the other end
relay, the received signal ‘carrier receive’ initiates a trip without any further protection criteria. For
our relay testing, we will use Zone-1 as Send logic.



Send logic=
Trip Logic=

Zone-1 fault
Carrier receive only.

Testing
Configure the ‘Scheme Type’ in the relay to ‘Inter trip’. For send logic and carrier send time, Follow
the same procedure as given for PUR scheme. For testing of tripping logic. Don’t inject anything in
the relay. Configure one binary input of relay for carrier receive ‘Distance CR’. Energize the binary
input by DC voltage. Configure one output of the relay for carrier send ‘Distance CS’. Check the
status of this output. As soon as you energize the binary input ‘Dist CR’, the relay sends carrier which
you can see from the configured output relay. For timing we have to use external timer. Give a
common negative to the relay ‘Distance CR’ binary input and the start contact of external timer. Set
the start contact of the external timer to WET contact and Open to close. Give one common positive
to relay binary input as well as timer start contact. So as soon as you give ‘+ve’ to the input, the
timer will also start. Stop the timer by configuring one output of the relay for general trip and giving
this output status to stop contact of the external timer. Keep the stop contact DRY and open to
close. As soon as you energize the binary input, relay will trip and you will get tripping time on the
external timer.
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1.3 Distance Week End Infeed (WEI) (Only applicable for POR Scheme)
Theory
Suppose a substation is feeding a factory and a fault comes on the line. The factory will not feed the
fault (no current will flow from factory towards the fault) as factory is the week end or in other
words, the receiving end. Current flow is always from the strong end to week end. This scenario is
shown in the Figure 1.33.

Figure: 1.33

Now, as you can see. The factory will see no fault because the current flow of factory is zero. And
hence the factory will not send any carrier. So the substation will trip in Zone-2 .It would have
tripped instantaneously if it had received a carrier from industry side relay. Just because factory is
the week end, this is not possible. To cope with this situation, Week End Infeed Echo and Trip
scheme is used. By enabling week infeed ‘Echo and trip’ function in the ‘relay B’ (week end relay),
the relay “Echoes” the carrier as soon as it receives it. That is, as soon as relay receives a carrier, it
issues ‘carrier send’ signal. This carrier send is used by ‘relay A’ to trip instantaneously.
Note: For WEI we don’t need to inject current.It only works on voltage. There is a set threshold
voltage in the setting of WEI.As soon as any phase voltage drops below the set voltage value, It is
considered as fault. On breaker open status, WEI is blocked. So we have to remove breaker open
status from the relay or close the breaker to make this function work.
Configuration
Figure 1.34 can be used as a reference to configure settings for WEI in the relay.
A brief description of all setting parameters is given below.
What is ‘WEI’?
This is the mode selection for Week End Infeed. It can be set to ‘Echo’ or ‘Echo & Trip’ by
selecting from drop down menu.
What is ‘tPickUp WEI’?
This is the time that relay takes to issue carrier send signal ‘Distance CS’ after it has detected
carrier received on its binary input. In other words, this is “echo time”.
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What are ‘UPP< and UPN<’?
These are the threshold values for WEI pickup in terms of % of base voltage or nominal voltage.
’UPP’ is % threshold for Phase to Phase voltage where as ‘UPN’ is % threshold for Phase to
Neutral voltage. When voltage drops below this set value and carrier is received, the relay
considers it as WEI.

Figure 1.34

Testing
1.3.1 tPickUp WEI
For WEI Echo time. Start the timer and ‘Distance CR’ binary input of the relay with common positive
and stop timer with ‘distance CS’ signal from the relay. Time generally comes around 15 ms more
than set time.
1.3.2 Prolongation time
This is the Dist CS pulse width. It is fixed to 200 ms by default and is not configurable .To test it, give
no fault to the relay and energize the ‘Distance CR’ binary input. Start and stop external timer with
same “carrier send” pulse issues by the relay. Start the timer with open to close and stop with close
to open. You will get prolongation time
1.3.3 WEI Trip Pick up
Note: Week infeed trip needs breaker close status of line breaker in single breaker scheme and
line+tie Breaker in one and half breaker scheme. In simple words, all breaker status inputs coming to
the relay in the scheme should not show open status of breaker.
For WEI trip, if we directly give “carrier receive” to the relay without giving healthy voltages, then
WEI Trip doesn’t come. Proper way is to inject healthy voltages on Freja page-1 and on page-2, make
one phase voltage below threshold voltage value and at the same time give “carrier receive” signal
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to the relay through freja Binary Output. It gives WEI trip. No need for injecting current. At the end
of this manual, the procedure for using Freja binary output is given on page-63.
1.3.4 WEI Trip Timing
For WEI Trip time, give permanent negative to ‘Dist CR’ binary input and the external timer start
(wet contact).Give common positive pulse to timer start and ‘Dist CR’ binary input. Stop the timer
with WEI trip signal from the relay.

1.4 Current Reversal
Theory

Figure:1.35 Current reversal

Consider the above system where two parallel lines are shown going from station-1 to station-2.
‘Relay A’ and ‘relay C’ are in station-1 at two adjacent feeders on the same bus bar while ‘relay B’
and ‘relay D’ are at station-2 at two adjacent defers on the same bus bar. A fault comes at point ‘F’
as shown. So all the relays will see this fault. The status of all these relays for the above scenario is
as follows
Relay A= Zone 1 fault
Relay B= Zone1 fault
Relay C= Reverse Zone fault
Relay D= Zone-2 fault
So we can see that both ‘relay A’ and ‘relay B’ will see the fault in Zone -1 and give instantaneous
trip to their respective breakers. Now suppose that both ‘relay A’ and ‘relay B’ trip instantaneously
but by chance:
tZ1 (A) = 25 ms and tZ1 (B)= 35 ms , which is quite possible. So although both ‘relay A’ and ‘relay B'
will trip in Zone-1, But still there is chance that ‘relay A’ will trip few milli seconds before ‘relay B’. If
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this happens ,for a small instant ‘breaker A’ will be trip while ‘breaker B’ will still be closed. Now for
a clear idea, we will see this situation by the figure given below.

Figure: 1.36 Current reversal

So, we can see that ‘breaker A’ has tripped and consequently ‘relay C’ is seeing the fault in Zone-2
now due to reversing of its current direction as shown in the figure. And ‘relay D’ is seeing reverse
zone fault. Now suppose we have POR scheme enabled for our system. When ‘breaker A’ was close
and fault came, we know that ‘relay D’ was seeing Zone-2 fault. So ‘relay D’ sent carrier to ‘relay C’.
Suppose that the carrier pulse width was 100ms. ’Breaker A’ tripped after 25ms, but still for the
next 75ms, ‘relay C’ keeps receiving carrier sent by ‘relay D’ although ‘relay D’ is now seeing the fault
in reverse zone. During this 75ms time the following 2 conditions come true.
 Relay C is seeing zone 2 fault.
 Relay C is receiving carrier from relay D.
Hence if POR scheme is selected, ‘Z2+ carrier receive ‘is the trip logic. So ‘relay C’ will trip
instantaneously as soon as ‘breaker A’ trips. And ‘Breaker B’ will still be closed. This is an undesired
situation because it is apparent that the fault is on Line AB and not on Line CD. But only because if
the undesired situation explained above, ‘breaker C’ tripped before ‘breaker B’ and Line CD also
became de-energized.
To avoid this situation, Current reversal function is turned On in relay C .Current reversal works only
with POR scheme.Now consider the above scenario again. Breakers A,B,C and D are closed. Fault
came at point F on Line AB. D saw zone-2 fault and sent 100 ms carrier to C.’A’ tripped after 25 ms.
Now for the next 75ms , we have to keep blocking the breaker C from tripping although it is seeing
Zone-2 fault and receiving the carrier pulse.In the mean time, B will trip and C and D will not be
seeing any fault anymore.So in the current reversal function, we set this time for blocking the
undesired POR tripping.
Configuration
Figure 1.37 shown below can be used as a reference to configure settings for current reversal in
the relay.
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A brief description of setting parameters is given below.
What is ‘tPickUpRev’?
This is the minimum time for which reverse zone fault has to be there so that after it if forward fault
comes, the relay senses it as current reversal. If reverse fault is there for less than ‘tPickupRev’. It
will not be considered as current reversal.
What is ‘tDelayRev’?
This is current reversal blocking time. It means that if current reversal occurs, then for this much
time, the relay will block the tripping. After that it if still fault is there, relay will trip.

Figure: 1.37 Setting parameters for current reversal

Testing
For testing current reversal, we have to inject from FREJA general mode not RX mode. So it is better
to determine the voltage and current value for all zones before doing current reversal so it becomes
easier to test.
My injection was as follows, (This example is shown just for reference. Values can differ for each line
and also depend on if single phase or 3 phase fault is injected).
Voltage angle =0 Current angle =270 (lagging current)
Z1:
Z2:
Z3:
Z4:

V= 6.39 V
V=6.32 V
V=8.76 V
V= 6.4V

I=2.235 A
I= 1 A
I=1A
I=1 A (Current Angle 90 degrees)

To simulate current reversal, I consider my relay as the relay of station C. Enable POR in the relay.
Also enable ‘current reversal’ .Set ‘tdelayRev’ = 100ms.This is the time for which current reversal
function will block the tripping. Now run freja first page for 1 second (60ccs), Inject reverse zone
fault. On freja 2nd page, inject Zone 2 fault and at the same time, give carrier receive to the relay
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using freja Binary output. You can find the procedure for using freja binary output on page 63. Keep
the time of page-2 to be more than ‘tDelayRev’ because we want to take relay trip time so we want
to run the freja for at least so long so that the blocking time ‘tDelayRev’ is finished and the relay
trips .You will see that the relay will not trip instantaneously .It will trip in ‘100 ms(tDelayRev)+
instantaneous time of POR trip.That is around 130ms to 140ms.

1.5 Power Swing Blocking
Note: Power swing fault is always 3 phase.
Note: For testing power swing .FFR function should be off because for zone fault we decrease 3
phase voltage.
Theory
Suppose we are connecting an industry to a line. Consider the factory as a huge 3-phase induction
motor. So when the breaker is closed, suddenly the current will increase and voltage will decrease
as it happens when a motor starts. So eventually the impedance ‘Z’ will decrease and it may come in
a limit where it is considered as a zone fault mistakenly by the relay. To avoid this situation, power
swing blocking is used. The difference between power swing and zone fault is that power swing is
always 3 phase. Now zone fault can also be 3-phase so the other difference between zone fault and
power swing is that although in both cases (zone fault and power swing), the voltage is decreased
and current increases, but in power swing, the rate of change of voltage and current is slower than
that of zone fault. In simple words, the transition from normal condition to fault condition is slow in
power swing. So to test this, we define 2 zones (separate from distance zones and both zones are
outside the outermost distance zone) and let the fault pass through them and go to some distance
zone for zone tripping. If time for which the fault is between the defined zones is more than the
threshold PSB time, It means the fault is slow and PSB blocking is activated and zone tripping will not
come for the defined period. If the fault remains in that area for less than PSB time, then PSB block
will not be activated and normal zone tripping will come immediately.
Configuration
Figure 1.38 can be used as a reference to configure settings for Power Swing Blocking in the
relay.
The setting parameters are not discussed here. A detailed description of setting parameters as
well as their testing procedure is given in sections 1.5.2 to 1.5.4.
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Figure: 1.38 Setting parameters for PSB

1.5.1 PSB operation
Testing
Run FREJAWIN in 3 page sequence. On first page, inject nominal voltage and current with current
angle 270 (current angle is 270 degree to resemble actual conditions when load is inductive).My
injection was ( V=63.5 I=1A (270 degrees) ) on a system where nominal secondary volts were 110V
L-L and Nominal secondary current was 1A.
On 2nd page give Voltage and Current value inside the new defined PSB zones but outside the outer
most distance zone .My injection was
V=32 V I= 1A (270 degrees).
On 3rd page, inject zone-1 fault for time greater than Tr2 (blocking time). For example, for 3000 ms.
If we run 3rd page for time less than Tr2, then if PSB blocking comes, we will not get the tripping time
after the blocking time is over and relay finally trips. Other than that, it will make no effect. It is only
easier to see as if PSB did not operate tripping will come in almost 50ms, and if PSB operated,
tripping will come in more than the set tr2 blocking time.
In PSB, we have to measure 4 things.
 Tp1
 Tr2
 Tp2
 Tw
A Brief description as well as testing procedure for these parameters is given below.
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1.5.2 Tp1 (For testing purpose we set Tp1 =45 ms)
Theory
This is the minimum time for which the fault has to be between the PSB zones for it to be
considered as power swing and not zone fault. In other words, if we make the fault to stay for even
1 ms less than Tp1 between the power swing zone. It will be considered as fast enough to be a zone
fault and not power swing.
Testing
For measuring Tp1.Set page one to run for any time e.g. 100ms.With normal values. (V=63.5 I=1A
<270degrees).Set page 2 for PSB zone values and run for a little more than the set Tp1 time. e.g. if
Tp1 = 45ms, run it for 65 ms. ( V= 32V I= 1A < 270 degrees).Set page 3 for zone 1 fault and run it for
more than set Tr2 time. e.g if Tr2 = 2000 ms .Run page 3 for more than 2500 ms. Now if you run in
sequence, tripping time will be around 2000 ms (actually its Tr2+ instantaneous zone-1 time). Keep
decreasing sequence page 2 time to go near 45ms.And run the sequence again to see the tripping
time. At one point, Tp1 will reach a value (near 45ms) on which tripping time comes as the zone
fault time and not Tr2.This value of time for which sequence page 2 is running is the measured value
of Tp1.
Note: On 3rd page always inject Z1 fault as Z1 tripping time is instantaneous, otherwise we will have
to run the 3rd page for more Tr2+ Zone time and it will become complicated.
1.5.3 Tr2

(For testing purpose we set Tr2= 2000 ms)

Theory
This is power swing block time. If the fault remains in PSB zone for longer time than Tp1.Power
swing block will come , which means zone tripping will not come even if ‘V’ and ‘I’ values are giving
zone-1 trip. But this condition cannot remain forever. This blocking condition only remains for a
limited time defined as Tr2. After Tr2 is finished, normal zone tripping comes if fault is still there.
Now, in order to measure the blocking time Tr2. The 3rd page time should be equal to or more than
the blocking time Tr2. Because after the blocking time (.e.g. consider Tr2 = 2000 ms), the zone fault
will trip the relay only if fault is still there. So we have to keep the instantaneous fault (zone-1) until
Tr2 expires so that as soon as Tr2 is finished, relay trips instantaneously. Hence if time for 3rd page
is less than the PSB blocking time Tr2.Then FREJAWIN will not show tripping time as it will stop even
before the tripping could come. If the 3rd stage runs for more than Tr2 time only then the relay will
trip and FREJAWI will give tripping time.
Testing
For measuring Tr2, run FREJAWIN again in 3 page sequence and keep all values of voltage and
current same for all 3 pages same as the ones used for Tp1, set normal condition on page 1,run
page 2 for time MORE than Tp1.In this way PSB block will come for time Tr2.Now give zone 1 fault
on page 3 and keep time of page 3 a little bit less than time Tr2.So obviously the freja will not give
any tripping time as before tripping even comes. Sequence page 3 time is over and freja stops. Now
slowly increase page 3 time until you get the tripping (around 2000ms if set Tr2 value is 2000
ms).This timing value given by Frejawin
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is the measured Tr2 value.
Note: Tr2 time can be checked with only Z1 fault as for other faults, freja trips on ‘tr2 time + zone
fault’ time. So for other faults page 3 time should be more than tr2 time + zone fault time which is a
bit complicated as compared to Z1. So we will check timing by injecting Z1 on Page 3 but we have to
check at least that the blocking operation is in working condition for Z2 and Z3 also by this method.
Note: Decrease the value of TH to 50ms for Tr2 and Tw timing.
1.5.4 Tp2 and Tw (For testing purpose we set Tp2=15 ms , Tw=250 ms)
Theory
We have one setting parameter ‘Tw’ in the PSB parameter setting module. Suppose Tw=250 ms.
Now, if we give normal condition on Freja page-1. And PSB zone value for greater than time ‘Tp1’
on page-2, so that PSB is operated if 3rd page has zone fault. And we give Z1 fault on page 3.But we
operate 3rd page for less than 2000 ms (Tr2).So up to 3rd page, no tripping will come. On 4th page
again we come back to normal condition that is 63.5V and 1A with 270 degree. It means zone fault
came for some time and then it’s gone. Now if the 4th stage time is less than or equal to ‘Tw’ setting
(for example 249ms).That is, normal condition remains for only Tw=250 ms or less , after becoming
normal from zone fault and then , same PSB zone and zone fault comes on 5th and 6th page
sequence. So in this case, the time for the fault to be inside PSB zone again to be considered as
power swing will not be Tp1 anymore. It will be Tp2.
Testing
Suppose that we set Tp2=15ms and Tw=250ms. So we run page 5 for more than Tp2 time (15ms)
but not more than tp1 time (45ms).And we give zone fault on page 6 and keep it more or less than
Tr2. It doesn’t matter as we are not measuring Tr2 time, we are only checking if blocking is coming
or no. But still it is better to keep page 6 time more than Tr2 also. Now slowly decrease time of stage
5 until zone trips in its own time. This is last value of sequence page 5 time on which PSB blocking
came is Tp2.Now again increase Tp2 to more than 15ms e.g. 30ms and increase stage 4 time to be
gradually to make it more than 250 ms for the normal condition. While keeping value of stage 5
more than tp2 (but less than tp1).Now at one stage. Stage 4 time will be big enough that the PSB
coming second time will be considered as a new PSB and it will need PSB zone injection for tp1 time
or more again to give blocking. So it will give Z1 tripping although only if stage 4 is run for 1ms less
than the current value, It was considered as 2nd PSB shot and it required Tp2 time PSB zone
injection. And as our stage 5 time was more than Tp2 time so it was giving PSB blocking. But as soon
as our stage 4 time increases more than ‘Tw’ time. Then the stage 5 PSB zone injection again needs
more than Tp1 (and not Tp2) for PSB blocking. But we are keeping the time 30ms that is more than
Tp2 and less than Tp1.So it will give zone tripping instead of PSB blocking and we will get zone
timing on pg 6.This stage 4 running time is ‘Tw’ time.My measured values were as follows.
 Set value of Tw = 250 ms,Measured value = 216 ms
 Set value of Tp2 =15 ms, Measured value =17ms
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Note: Sometimes due to some isuue in Frejawin software, I faced problem that relay was tripping
and still Frejawin was not acknowledging the trip contact. So to solve it, at page 6, when I removed
and put again 'stop if goal' arrow then it started working. This was found just by trial and error
method

1.6 SOTF (Switch On To Fault)
Theory
As the name suggests, SOTF (Switch On To Fault) is the condition when a line is energized with a
fault already present on it. As soon as the breaker is closed, the fault is detected. If SOTF is enabled
and this situation occurred, then SOTF should trip the relay instantly regardless of which zone fault
is there.
Configuration
Figure 1.39 can be used as a reference to see where the settings for SOTF can be configured in the
relay.

Figure: 1.39 Setting parameters for SOTF

Testing
The RED670 relay takes breaker status of line breaker on its binary input for SOTF function. For SOTF
function to operate, the relay must be getting breaker open status on its binary input. If one and
half breaker scheme is used, then the relay needs breaker status of line breaker as well as the tie
breaker. This can be seen in the panel schematic drawing. So for one and half breaker scheme, the
relay should get breaker open status of both, line breaker and tie breaker for SOTF to operate. Also
there is another binary input for SOTF initiation. We have to energize this binary input as soon as the
fault is there, there should be no time difference. Hence SOTF initiation should be given from freja
binary output at the same time when fault is injected from freja. To execute this, we inject normal
condition from freja on page 1 for small time, and we inject zone fault on 2 nd page for any zone
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except zone-1.This is because to detect if SOTF is coming, if Zone -1 fault is there, it is already
instantaneous so it will be difficult to segregate between SOTF trip and zone-1 instantaneous trip.
Also freja is run in sequence mode because we have to use binary output from freja as we need it to
operate exactly at the transition from page-1 to page-2.So as soon as the fault comes on page -2, at
the same time SOTF initiation is given to the relay. The relay is seeing the breaker open status
already so this way relay detects SOTF. The procedure for using Freja binary output is given on
page-63.

------------------------------------------- END OF CHAPTER-1------------------------------------------
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CHAPTER.2
‘DEF’
DIRECTIONAL EARTH FAULT
PROTECTION
‘67N’
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2.1 What is DEF?
Lets take into consideration the 3 phase voltage and 3 phase current phasor diagrams for a system
shown in Figure 2.1 .

Figure: 2.1 Voltage and current phasors for a normal system.

The above phasor diagrams are for a system running normally. Now let’s suppose that a fault comes
on Phase-A. Because of the fault, the voltage of Ph-A will become very less and simultaneously the
current of Phase-A will become very high. If we compare the voltage of this faulty phase-A with the
healthy phases B, and C we can see that compared to the healthy phase voltages, the voltage of
Phase A is very small. So as an ideal case, we will consider it as Va=0 in the system after fault.
Similarly if we analyze the current in the system, we will see that because of the fault, Phase A
current has become very high as compared to the healthy phases. So as an ideal case, we will
consider Ib=0 and Ic =0 after the fault for simplicity. Hence we can say that the condition of system
after fault is as follows:
Va=0 Vb= Healthy Vc= Healthy
Ia=Fault current Ib=0 Ic=0
The vector representation of this system is shown below

Figure: 2.2 Voltage and current phasors after the fault
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Adding up Vb and Vc by head to tail method we get the following results.

Figure:2.3 Adding voltage phasors by head to tail rule

So, Vn and In are:

Figure: 2.4 Resultant fault voltage and current

The distance relay as some internal algorithm by which it internally gives 180 degree shift to this Vn
phasor. Hence The distance relay will see the resulting Vn and In phasors from Phase A fault as
follows:

Figure: 2.5 Resultant fault voltage and current as seen by the relay

Now let’s take into consideration an actual system. In an actual system , the current is lagging from
voltage. We know that the current ‘In’ in the above example is actually ‘Ia’ without any change. Now
consider and actual system and let’s suppose that current is lagging from voltage by 60 degrees. In
other words, the characteristic angle of load is 60 degrees lag. Figure 2.6 shows the resulting fault
voltage ‘Vn’ and fault current ‘In’ .

Figure: 2.6
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For directionality, ‘Ia’ considers the angle ‘Ia-90 degrees’ to angle ‘Ia +90 degrees’ as the forward
zone. And the rest of the zone is reverse zone. It is more clearly shown in the figure below.

Figure: 2.7 DEF forward and reverse zones

So we can see in the above figure that from the characteristic angle ‘-60 degrees’. The zone
boundaries are calculated as 210 degrees and 30 degrees (if we are injecting DEF fault through red
phase). The red arrows are pointing towards forward region. The rest of the region, as indicated in
the figure, is the reverse region for DEF fault.
Also note that there is a concept of lead and lag boundary for forward as well as reverse region. To
explain this, I will use the above figure as our case. Here we have two boundaries, ’30 Degree’ and
‘210 degree’ .Suppose we have set the directionality of DEF as forward fault. So the boundary for
LEAD will be the one for which we will move in clockwise direction to enter the forward region. And
boundary for forward region LAG is the one for which we will move anticlockwise to enter forward
region. In the above case, the ‘lead ‘boundary for forward region is ’30 degrees’ and ‘lag’ boundary
is ‘210 degrees’. Similarly if we set the directionality of DEF to’ reverse fault’. Then we will move
clockwise at the ‘210 degrees’ boundary to enter reverse region. Hence our lead boundary for
reverse direction will be ‘210 degrees’ and consequently the ‘lag ‘ boundary will be ’30 degrees’ for
reverse direction fault.
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2.2

Testing Of DEF

2.2.1 Configuration of DEF parameters
Figure 2.8 shown below can be used as a reference to configure settings for DEF in the relay.
For testing DEF pick-up , Drop-off and angle boundaries, we have to first configure the parameters
for DEF in the relay. For testing purpose, we can use any test setting. However, it is better to set the
parameters used in some previous station already as those parameters will be in accordance with an
actual line used on some other station. The figure below shows where the parameters for DEF are
configured. This figure is just shown as a reference to provide guidance in setting up the relay. And
as discussed earlier, it is assumed that the user of this manual is already familiar with the PCM600
software and setting up the relay. It is not recommended to use the same settings as shown in the
figure.

Figure: 2.8

2.2.2 How to inject DEF fault through injection equipment
For testing DEF Pickup test, ‘t1’’ and ‘t1min’ should be made =0.Just like we do in normal over
current relays. When we do scheme communication, then after testing pickup, give some value to
‘t1’ time. For Example 10 seconds.
Also, when you have to test DEF, Disable Impedance protection, Impedance scheme communication
, over current protection, VTS function. All other functions except DEF should be disabled. Otherwise
conflict of functions can cause undesired tripping.
To operate DEF, we inject healthy voltage and no current in 2 phases, and for the 3rd phase we
decrease voltage, or make voltage =0 and inject current more than the threshold value for DEF.
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2.2.3 Current sensitive test
For current sensitive test. Keep DEF as non-directional. Inject healthy voltage and no current in 2
phases. For the 3rd phase, inject 0 voltage and 0 current. Slowly increase the current of the phase
until DEF Picks up. Then slowly decrease the current until DEF drops off again.DEF trip output
contact should be configured and used for this purpose.
2.2.4 Angle Boundary test
Set the DEF characteristic angle to -60 degrees for testing purpose. As discussed above in the theory,
Our calculated angle boundaries will be 30 degree and 210 degree for red phase. Set DEF to
‘directional forward ‘. Inject rated voltages and no current in yellow and blue phase. Inject 0 Volt
and any current above DEF threshold current ‘IN1>’ value in red phase. Keep angle of red phase
above 30 degree (e.g 35 degree) and slowly decrease the angle towards 30 degree until DEF trips.
This is forward region lead angle pickup. Then increase the angle again to take drop off. Now
increase the angle more all the way up to 205 degrees. After this, slowly increase the angle little bit
bore towards 210 degrees. Keep increasing until DEF trips. Then slowly decrease the angle back until
DEF drops off to take the drop off value. This is forward region Lag pickup and drop off value.
Now again go in the relay setting and set DEF to ‘directional reverse’. Inject same voltage and
current as for directional forward. But this time keep the angle for red phase to 215 degrees. Slowly
decrease the angle towards 210 degrees until DEF picks up. Then increase the angle again until DEF
drops off. This is DEF reverse region LEAD angle pickup and drop off. Now increase the red phase
angle all the way up to 20 degrees. Slowly increase the angle a little more towards 30 degrees until
DEF picks up. Then decrease the angle again to take drop off. This is DEF reverse region LAG pick up
and drop off values.
2.2.5 DEF Communication Schemes
Theory
Scheme communication of DEF, just like distance communication schemes, is used for achieve faster
clearing of DEF faults. We follow the same procedure as for testing of distance communication
schemes. Normally two types of scheme communication are used for DEF. Which are:
 POR (Permissive Over Reach) scheme.
 Blocking Scheme.
The testing procedure is given below.
Configuration
Figure: 2.9 below can be used as a reference to see where you can turn on and configure your
desired settings for DEF communication schemes. This particular figure shows ‘Permissive OR’
scheme selected in ‘Scheme Type’. Your desired scheme can be selected by clicking it and selecting
from the drop down menu.
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Figure: 2.9

A brief description of some important parameters is given below:
What is ‘Scheme Type’?
This is used for selection of desired communication scheme. The following two scheme types will be
selected and tested as explained in the testing section given below.
 Permissive OR
 Blocking
These schemes are discussed from section 2.2.5a and section 2.2.5b.
What is ‘tSendMin’?
This is the “carrier send time”. When send logic becomes true, the relay waits for this time before
issuing a ‘DEF CS’ signal.
Testing
2.2.5a DEF POR (Permissive Over reach)Scheme



CS SEND LOGIC
TRIP LOGIC

: FORWARD FAULT
: FORWARD FAULT + DEF Carrier receive

For testing send logic, Inject DEF forward fault from freja. Configure one output of the relay for ‘DEF
CS’ and check its status. For carrier send time, Inject DEF forward fault on page 2 and take the status
of same output on freja binary input. Start the freja and you will get “carrier send time”.
For Trip logic, inject normal DEF forward fault. DEF will not trip. Then configure one binary input of
the relay for DEF carrier receive, ‘DEF CR’ .Energize this input and again inject DEF forward fault .The
Relay will trip instantaneously. For Trip timing, Configure one output of the relay for DEF Trip. Take
the status of this output on freja binary input. Energize carrier receive input of the relay and inject
DEF forward fault from page-2. DEF will trip instantaneously and you will get DEF trip time.
Note: If trip time is not coming correct. You can run freja in sequence mode from page-3.Inject
normal condition on freja page-1. Inject DEF fault on page-2 and take DEF Trip status from relay
output to the freja binary input. Start freja from page -3. Because in actual, when fault occurs, the
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relay is already sensing rated voltage and normal current, and after that a fault comes. So running in
sequence means creating a condition similar to the actual fault condition for the relay which is a
better way of testing.
2.2.5b Blocking Scheme
For DEF blocking scehme. ‘Send logic’ is reverse fault. It does not mean that we will set the POR
scheme type to reverse. It only means that if forward zone is e.g. 200 deg to 20 deg. So rest of the
zone is reverse zone. We will keep DEF setting to ’forward fault’ and inject DEF fault with a reverse
zone angle. In simple words, If forward fault zone is from 200 deg to 20 deg, we will not keep our
current angle in this zone while injecting DEF. We will keep, for example, Voltage angle zero and
current angle 180 degrees and inject DEF on red phase. DEF can be kept to forward fault all the time
during testing. For Carrier send logic, Carrier send time, Trip logic and Trip time. Follow the same
procedure as given for Blocking scheme of distance communication on page-30.



CS SEND LOGIC
TRIP LOGIC

: REVERSE FAULT
: FORWARD FAULT + No Carrier receive

2.2.6 DEF Current Reversal (Only applicable for POR scheme)
Theory
For understanding the theory of current reversal, you can refer to section 1.4 in Chapter.1
Configuration
Figure 2.10 shown below can be used as a reference to configure settings for current reversal in
the relay.

Figure :2.10 Setting parameters for DEF current reversal
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A brief description of setting parameters is given below.
What is ‘tPickUpRev’?
This is the minimum time for which reverse fault has to be there so that after it if forward fault
comes, the relay senses it as current reversal. If reverse fault is there for less than ‘tPickupRev’. It
will not be considered as current reversal.
What is ‘tDelayRev’?
This is current reversal blocking time. It means that if current reversal occurs, then for this much
time, the relay will block the tripping. After that it if still fault is there, relay will trip.
Testing
For testing DEF current reversal. Keep DEF setting in the relay to ‘forward fault’; we have to Inject
DEF reverse zone fault on first page of freja. Inject DEF forward fault on 2nd page .Run freja in
sequence mode on page-3. Keep timing of page-1 equal to 60 ccs, which means 1 second. Set time
of page-2 to anything more than ‘tDelayRev’. This is because after ‘TDelayRev’ is finished, the relay
will trip instantaneously, and we want freja to measure the tripping time so that we can know for
how much time the blocking was available after the relay sensed current reversal from page-2 .Also
give ‘Carrier Receive’ to the relay through freja binary output at the same time when page-2 starts
or a little bit before that. Run freja from page-3 and you will get trip time as ‘tDelayRev’+
instantaneous trip time of DEF POR.The procedure for using freja binary output is given on page-64.
2.2.7 DEF WEI (Week End Infeed) (Only applicable for POR Scheme)
Theory
For understanding the theory of ‘WEI’, you can refer to section 1.3 in Chapter.1
Configuration
Figure 2.11 shown below can be used as a reference to configure settings for WEI in the relay.
A brief description of all setting parameters is given below.

Figure : 2.11 Setting parameters for DEF WEI
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What is ‘WEI’?
This is the mode selection for Week End Infeed. It can be set to ‘Echo’ or ‘Echo & Trip’ by
selecting from drop down menu.
What is ‘tPickUp WEI’?
This is the time that relay takes to issue carrier send signal ‘DEF CS’ after it has detected carrier
received on its binary input. In other words, this is echo time.
What is ‘3U0>’?
This is the threshold value for residual voltage in terms of % of base voltage for DEF WEI
pickup. For example, if the value of ‘3U0>’ is set to 25%, it means that we have to create a
difference voltage equal to 25% of nominal voltage and give DEF CR to the relay so that it gives
WEI Echo or Trip as per configuration. There are two ways of injecting this residual voltage. For
example, if we set the value of ’3U0>‘to 25%, we can either make two of the phase voltages
equal to zero and increase the third phase voltage to more than 25% of base voltage. Otherwise
we can set two phase voltages to nominal value and decrease the third phase voltage by 25% or
more so that the third phase voltage becomes 75% of nominal value or less than that.
Testing
Note: WEI is blocked if any CB open status is coming to the relay. All CB open status inputs of the
relay should be De-energized before testing WEI function.
The DEF week infeed ‘Echo and trip’ testing procedure is the same as explained above for distance
week infeed echo and trip given on page-33. You can follow the same procedure by using DEF
functions instead of distance functions. For example DEF carrier send, DEF Carrier receive and DEF
WEI Trip will be used instead of ‘Distance CR’ and ‘Distance CS’.

------------------------------------------- END OF CHAPTER-2------------------------------------------
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CHAPTER.3
DIFFERENTIAL PROTECTION
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3.1 What is Differential Protection?
Let us recall the brief introduction given about differential protection function in the introduction of
this document.
The line differential protection function works on the same principle as any other differential
protection. It takes the measurement of the current flowing through the line from the distance
relays of both ends of the line and calculates the difference between both the measurements .This
difference is called the ‘differential current’ which is the basic operation principle for differential
protection function. In an ideal case, differential current should be zero. If the differential current
has some greater value. The relay compares it with the set threshold values and gives the configured
alarms and trip outputs.

3.2 Setting up the relay
Figure 3.1 and Figure 3.2 below can be used as a reference to see where the differential function can
be turned On/ Off and configured in the relay. Please note than for differential function to work , we
have to set LineDiff6Terminal ‘Operation’ shown in Figure-3.1 to ‘On’ and also the LDL ‘Operation’
shown in figure 3.2 to ‘ON’

Figure: 3.1 Setting parameters for line differential function
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Figure : 3.2 Setting parameters for line differential function

A brief description of some important parameters in the configuration of differential protection is
given below.
What is ‘Idmin’?
Idmin is the lower boundary for ’Differential restraint’ function pickup. If the differential current is
below Idmin, the relay will be in normal state. If the differential current is above Idmin, It will be
considered as fault and the relay will trip in the configured time.
What is ‘Idmin High’?
IdminHigh is the upper boundary for ‘Differential restraint ‘function. If differential current is more
than Idmin High, relay will not trip in the set trip time. It will trip instantaneously.
What is ‘tIdmin High’?
tIdminHigh is the time delay for differential restraint function trip. If the value of the differential
current is somewhere between ‘Idmin’ and ‘Idmin High’, the relay will trip on ‘tIdmin High’ time.
What is ‘IdUnre’?
IdUnre is setting for differential unrestrained function pickup. Differential unrestrained function trip
time is instantaneous by default.
Note: This procedure below only explains the testing of differential function of the relay itself by
turning off the optical communication cards.
Note: Before testing the differential function. It is better to check the differential function block in
application configuration to see that the function should not be blocked by some source. Usually
there are two factors that are blocking the differential protection function.
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1. Differential communication fail (Optical communication card(s) are enabled but communication
is not healthy.)
2. Stub protection disconnector status blocks the differential function.
However it is recommended to check in application configuration block how the particular relay
being tested is configured.
Put the settings for Idmin, Idmin High, tIdmin High, IdUnres, Slope section2, Slope section3,
Endsection1, Endsection2, IdiffAlarm and tAlarmDelay.
3.2.1 Turning off optical communication cards
Usually when a relay in a dead station is being tested, It is not connected to the remote end relay
through optical communication. And hence, Differential communication fail alarm is continuously
coming and blocking the relay. It can be verified by configuring an LED for differential comm. Fail. So
if we want to test the differential protection function, We have to remove this blocking first.Either
we have to make the differential communication healthy in both relays and set the Master/Slave
status and relay addresses in both end relays. Or, for an easy solution, we can turn off the optical
communication in the relay under test.

Figure:3.3 Turning off the optical communication cards

Use Figure 3.3 shown above as a reference to see how you can Turn Off optical communication
cards in the relay software.This particular figure shows how to turn off LDCM 312. By similar
method, you can also turn off LDCM 313.This makes sure that all differential communication for
your relay is even if your relay is used in single breaker scheme or one and half breaker scheme.Now
you are ready for testing differential function.
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3.3 Testing of differential function
3.3.1 ‘Idmin’ Pick-up and Drop Off
If single breaker scheme is used, only one 3-phase CT is coming to the relay. In one and half breaker
scheme, two 3-phase CT inputs are coming to the relay, So inject single phase in any one CT of the
relay. For testing Idmin Pick-up, you have to keep ‘tIdminHigh’ to zero seconds. Start injecting some
value less than the ‘Idmin’ setting and slowly increase the current. When you increase the current
more than ‘Idmin’ set value, the relay will pick-up. Decrease the current to take ‘Idmin’ drop off.
Follow the same procedure for other two phases and then for 3-phase injection.
3.3.2 ‘tIdmin High’ timing
Set any time for ‘tIdminHigh’. Go to freja page-2.Inject any Single phase value between ‘Idmin’ and
‘IdminHigh’. However, it is recommended to inject 2 times the set current of ‘Idmin’ for timing.
Configure one output of the relay for ‘Diff Trip’. Take the status of this output On freja Binary Input.
Run the freja from page-2. You will get the measured value for ‘tIdminHigh’. Follow the same
procedure for other two phases and then for 3-phase injection.
3.3.3 Checking Instantaneous tripping at Current value more than ‘Idmin High’
Note: On injection more than set ‘IdminHigh’ value, the differential trip. Will be instantaneous by
default. This is not configurable.
Keep the setting same as above for ‘tIdminHigh’ timing. But inject single phase value more than
‘IdminHigh’ and take the differential trip time. It will be instantaneous tripping. Follow the same
procedure for other two phases also.
3.3.4 IdUres Pickup and Drop off
Set any value , e.g 5x IB for IdUnres. It means that IdUnrestrained should pick-up at 5 times the base
current. Now we know that obviously ‘Idmin’ will also trip at this value. So for check ‘IdUnres’, we
have to configure one ‘NON LATCHING’ LED for ‘IdUnres Trip’. Also configure one output of the relay
for the same ‘IdUnres Trip’. Now as we can see the unrestrained pickup current is very high so we
don’t want to inject it for long time in the relay. So we will first set our freja to inject single phase
current and we will keep the value of current a little less than IdUnres value only. Now start
injection from the freja, quickly increase the current to make it more than the set ‘IdUnres’ value.
You will see that differential trip will come as soon as you start injection. But only when you increase
the current more than ‘IdUnres’ value, the non latching LED set for IdUnres will glow. This LED glows
at ‘IdUnres’ pick-up value. Now quickly decrease the current again until the non latching LED turns
off. This is differential unrestrained drop-off. Follow the same procedure for other two phases and
then for 3-phase injection.
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3.3.5 IdUnres Timing
Note: IdUnres trip time is instantaneous by default. it is not configurable.
Configure one output of the relay for ‘IdunRes Trip’ . Take the status of the configured output in the
freja binary input.Inject any single phase value more than the set IdUnres value in the relay from
freja page-2.You will get the instantaneous tripping time value of IdUnres. Follow the same
procedure for other two phases and then for 3-phase injection.

3.4 Slope Test
Theory
The pick-up characteristics of a differential relay are shown in Figure 3.4 given below. If we look at
the graph from the testing point of view. ‘Idmin’ is set to about 0.3 x IBase. ‘IdminHigh’ is set to
almost 3.4 * IBase. The X-axis shows the injected differential current in the relay. Whereas Y axis
shows the current at which the differential function picks up relative to each X-axis value. As we can
see ,the region between ‘Idmin’ and ‘IdminHigh’ is divided into three slope sections namely ‘section1’ , ‘section-2’ and ‘section-3’.Slope section-1 is when the bias current ‘Ibias’ is less than the set
value of ‘Endsection-1’.Section-2 is followed if the ‘Ibias’ value is more than Endsection-1’ value but
less than ‘Endsection-2’ value. Slope section-3 is followed if bias current is more than ‘Endsection-2’
value. For each slope section, the operating characteristics of the differential function are different.
In ‘Section-1’ the relay picks-up at the same value as set in ‘Idmin’. In ‘Section-2’ and ‘Section-3’ we
can see that the differential function is following some equation for pick-up because the pick-up
characteristic is represented by a slope. Also we can see that pick-up characteristic of ‘Section-2’ is
different from ‘Section3’.This Characteristics is followed only up to ‘Idmin High’. Above ‘IdminHigh’,
the relay Trips instantaneously unconditionally.

.

Figure: 3.4
Note: This figure is property of ABB. It has been used for reference from ’ABB Application Manual RED670 1.2, Sh-100
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The slope test is performed to verify that the operation of the differential function is according
to our calculation for all three slope sections .Hence, as it is obvious, the slope test is done for all
three slope sections. The operating characteristics for all three slope sections are explained
below.
3.4.1 What is ‘Ibias’ and ‘Idcalc Trip’?
Before testing we have to understand what is Ibias, and Id calc trip.
For testing slope. We will inject constant value of ‘Ibias’ current as required by the slope in one
phase. It means that for slope-1, our value of Ibias will be less than Endsection1 value. For
testing Slope-2,our injected value of Ibias will be between Endsection1 and Endsection-2.And for
Slope Section-3, Our injected Ibias value will be greater than Endsection-2. So we will inject Ibias
in one phase of the relay CT. And we will increase current of any other phase until it crosses the
threshold of ‘Idcalculated trip’. By this way, we will find the pick-up characteristics of the slope.
We can change the value of injected ‘Ibias’ within the limits if we want to check the slope at
more than one point. By similar method, we will check pickup characteristics of each phase.
3.4.2 Slope Section-1
Theory
For slope section-1, as it is visible from the graph, ‘Idcalc Trip’ is constant.That is equal to ‘Idmin’
.As soon as the injected current increases more than ‘Idmin’ The differential function will
pickup.
Testing
Testing of Slope-1 characteristic is easy at it is constant. As we can see from the graph, The
differential pickup throughout the slope section-1 is equal to Idmin. So we will Inject any
constant Value less than Endsection1, for example 1A in yellow phase of any one CT. This is the
Ibias injected. We will start injection from the freja. Note that as soon as we start injection, the
differential function will pick-up and trip because of injected Ibias. For this purpose, we have to
set three LEDs on the relay for ‘Trip Ph-A’ , ‘Trip Ph-B’ and ‘Trip Ph-C’ so we can see the phase
wise tripping of differential function also. So up to this stage, The yellow phase trip LED will be
ON. But red phase LED will be OFF. Now we will slowly increase current in Red phase of same CT
keeping the blue phase value to zero. As soon as we cross the ‘Idmin’ threshold. The Red phase
differential trip will come and its LED will glow. This is the measured value of A phase trip.
Follow the same procedure for other two phases.
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3.4.3 Slope Section-2
Theory
Slope section-2 characteristic is followed if the injected bias current is between Endsection1 and
Endsection2.
Endsection1*Ibase ≤ Ibias ≤ Endsection2*IBase
The equation of slope for Section2 is given below
IdCalc Trip = [Idmin *Ibase+ {slope section2/100 *(Ibias - End section1*Ibase )}]
Where,
‘Ibase’ is the nominal current.
‘Idmin’,’ Endsection1’ and ‘Slope section2’ are configurable values.
‘Ibias’ is the constant current that we will inject in any phase other than the phase being tested
for differential pickup.
‘Idcalc Trip’ is the calculated value of current threshold for differential trip according to our set
values and injected bias current value.
Now just for an example, we will assume some values for calculation. Let’s keep :
Endsection1=1.25xIbase
Endsection2=3.0xibase
Slope Section2=40
Slope Section3=80
Idmin=0.2
And let’s suppose that we inject Ibias value in one phase equal to 2.0 x Ibase, which is between
Endsestion1 and Endsection2. So our calculation for Idcal trip at this particular point in slope
section2 will be as follows:
1.25<I bias< 3.0
IdCalc Trip = [Idmin *Ibase+ {slope section2/100 *(Ibias - End section1*Ibase )}]
Putting the values,
Idcal Trip = [0.2*1+{40/100*(Ibias-1.25(1))}]
= [0.2+0.4(Ibias-1.25)]
Putting the value of Ibias,
= [0.2+0.4(2-1.25)]
=[0.2+0.4(0.75)]
=[0.2+0.3]
Idcal Trip=0.5 A
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Testing
For testing slope-2 , we will follow the same procedure as that of slope1 with the exception that
‘Idcalc trip’ will not be ‘Idmin’ here. Instead, the calculated value of ‘Idcalc Trip’ will be used. So
we will Inject any constant value less than Endsection1, for example if we use the values given in
the above calculation, we will inject 2A in yellow phase of any one CT. This is the ‘Ibias’ injected.
We will start injecting and the yellow phase will trip. Now we will slowly increase current in red
phase of same CT keeping the blue phase value to zero. As soon as red phase current will cross
the ‘Idcalc trip’ threshold that is 0.5A. The phase A will also trip. Follow the same procedure for
other two phases.
3.4.4 Slope Section3
Theory
Slope section3 characteristic is followed by the relay if ‘Ibias’ injected current is greater than the
set ‘Endsection2’ value.
Ibias ≥ End section2*Ibase
For calculation, we will assume the same values for calculation as for Section2.Except the Ibias
value ofcourse. So:
Endsection1=1.25xIbase
Endsection2=3.0xibase
Slope Section2=40
Slope Section3=80
Idmin=0.2
And let’s suppose that we inject Ibias value in one phase equal to 4.0 x Ibase, which is greater
than Endsestion2.
The equation for Slope section3 is given below.
Idcalc Trip = [Idmin *Ibase +{ slope section2/100*(End section2 * Ibase - End section1* Ibase)} +
{ slope section3/100 * ( Ibias- End section2*Ibase )}]

Putting the values we get,
Idcalc Trip = [ 0.2 x 1 + { 40/100 * ( 3-1.25)} + { 80/100 * ( Ibias - 3*1)}]
= [0.2+{0.4*(1.75)}+{0.8* (Ibias-3)}]
Putting the value of Ibias , we get
Idcalc Trip = [0.2+{0.4*(1.75)}+{0.8*(4-3)}]
= [0.2+{0.7}+{0.8*(1)]]
= [0.2+0.7+0.8]
Idcalc Trip = 1.7 A
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Testing
For testing slope-3, we will follow the same procedure as that of slope1 and slope2 with the
exception that ‘Idcalc trip’ will be different as calculated above. So we will Inject any constant
value greater than Endsection2, for example if we use the values given in the above calculation,
we will inject 4 A in yellow phase of any one CT. This is the ‘Ibias’ injected. We will start injecting
and the yellow phase will trip. Now we will slowly increase current in red phase of same CT
keeping the blue phase value to zero. As soon as red phase current will cross the ‘Idcalc trip’
threshold that is 1.7 A in our case. The phase A will also trip. Follow the same procedure for
other two phases.

------------------------------------------- END OF CHAPTER-3------------------------------------------
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Procedure for using Freja Binary Output
 This procedure is for using Freja Binary Output No.2
 Go to ‘BO’ on Freja page-3 (Press 3 to enter ‘BO’ menu)
 Set 2nd Column of 2nd Row = ‘*’
 Make its (2nd row) time =1000ms
 Make all other times =15 ms
 Now press ‘Esc’ on freja to go back to freja page-3
 Put time of first page as 60 ccs (1000 ms)
 Set timing of freja page-2 as per your requirement. Freja Binary output will change state as soon
as page 2 starts. This is because the time of binary output is set as 1000 ms and the Freja 1 st
page time is also set to 60 ccs which is equal to 1000 ms. You can change the binary output
switching time by going in ‘BO’ again if it is required to operate before or after page-2 starts .

Figure 4.0 Using Freja Binary Output
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All the text in this manual has been written by the author himself.All images used in
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Figure 3.4, given on Sh-58 of this manual has been taken from ABB ‘Application
Manual RED670 1.2.’ Sh-100 which is given there my the original name , ‘Figure
38’.This document is available free of cost, from ABB website.
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SAMPLE TEST FORMAT
1.0

General Data & Information

Panel No.
Relay Type
Manufacturer
Serial No.
Order - No.
Product def.
CT Ratio
Circuit Breaker No.

Rated current
Rated voltage
DC. Auxiliary. Voltage
Frequency Fn
Firmware Version
Draw. & Sh No. :
: ______
VT Ratio
Scheme type

2.0 Mechanical Checks and Visual Inspection
ITEM
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

DESCRIPTION
Inspect for any physical damage or defects.
Verify connections and ferrules as per approved drawings
Check tightness of all the connections.
Check Apparatus List
Check relay version and switching elements on printed circuit board

3.0 Electrical Tests
Function Test
ITEM
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
11.
12.

DESCRIPTION

Human Machine Interface (HMI) Checked.
Case Earthing checked.
LED’s Function Checked.
Trip Contacts Checked.
Reset Function Checked
Group active Functions Checked
Binary inputs checked.
Output Relays Checked
Event Display on HMI Screen Checked
Test switch / plug checked for correct function.
Watchdog contacts checked
Current shorting facility.
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REMARKS






Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes







N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A

REMARKS
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes

N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A
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3.1

Operating DC supply current
DC voltage
(V)

DC current w/o fault
(mA)

DC current with
fault (mA)

Max. calculated
watt (W)

Limit: DC burden 50 watts. (Refer to the reference technical manual page 391).

3.2

Watch Dog Check
SUPPLY OFF
TERMINALS (CLOSED) - (X11:2,X11:3)
TERMINALS (OPEN) - :(X11:1,X11:3)
SUPPLY ON
TERMINALS (CLOSED) - :(X11:1,X11:3)
TERMINALS (OPEN)- (X11:2,X11:3)

3.3

:
:
:
:

Time and Date Check
To check time & date go to main menu on the display for RED670 then open system time and
adjust time & date.
To test keeping time and date setting this, remove the auxiliary supply from the relay for
approximately 30 seconds, then restoring the auxiliary supply, the time and date setting should
not be lost.
Result: ____________
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Distance/other functions
Description

Parameters

Line reference

Line length
R1A
X1A
R1B
X1B
R1L
X1L
R0L
X0L
R0M
X0M
Operation
Operation Dir
X1
R1
X0
R0
RFPP
RFPE
Operation PP
Timer tpp
.tpp
Operation PE
Timer Tpe
.Tpe

Zone 1

Zone 2

Settings

Remarks

ZONE REACH
P-E
Reach at 0° ,180° = RFPE.CT/VT
Reach at 90°, 270°=1/3.(2.X1 + X0).CT/VT
P-P
Reach at 0° ,180° = RFPP/2.CT/VT
Reach at 90°,270°= X1.CT/VT

Operation
Operation Dir
X1
R1
X0
R0
RFPP
RFPE
Operation PP
Timer tpp
.tpp
Operation PE
Timer Tpe
.Tpe
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Description

Parameters

ZONE 3

Operation
Operation Dir
X1
R1
X0
R0
RFPP
RFPE
Operation PP
Timer tpp
.tpp
Operation PE
Timer tPE
.tPE

ZONE 4

Operation
Operation Dir
X1
R1
X0
R0
RFPP
RFPE
Operation PP
Timer tpp
.tpp
Operation PE
Timer tPE
.tPE

Settings
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Description

Parameters

Settings

Remarks

Diff function
Operation
IdMin
Endsection 1
Endsection 2
Slope section 2
Slope section 3
IdMinHigh
IntervIdMinHig
IdUnre
NegSeqDiff
IMinNeqSeq
ChargCurEnable
Adddelay
Open CT
.tOCTAlarm delay
.tOCT reset delay

Powerswing Detection
Operation
X1InFw
R1Lin
R1FinFw
X1InRv
R1FINRv
OperationLdCh
RLdOUTFw
ArgLd
RLdOUTRv
KLdRFw
KLdRRv
.Tef

FW = RLdOut – RldIn
X1Out = (X1In + FW).CT/VT
R1Out = (R1In+ FW).CT/VT
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Description

Parameters

PHS-PHASE
SELECTION
RLdFw
RLdRv
X1
X0
RFFwPP
RFRvPP
RFFwPE
RFRvPE
ArgLd

Settings

Remarks
PHASE SELECTION REACH
P-N
Reach at 0° = RFFwPE..CT/VT
Reach at 180° = RFRvPE.CT/VT
Reach at 90° = 1/3. (2.X1 + X0).CT/VT
Reach at 270° = .X1.CT/VT
P-P
Reach at 0° = RFFwPP/2.CT/VT
Reach at 180° = - RFRvPP/2.CT/VT
Reach at 90° = X1.CT/VT
Reach at 270° = -X1.CT/VT
3PHASE
Reach at 0° = 1.1 . RFPP/loop..CT/VT
Reach at 180° = -1.1 .
RFPP/loop..CT/VT
Reach at 90° = 4/3 . X1.CT/VT
Reach at 270° = -4/3 . X1.CT/VT
Reach at 0° = RFFwPE..CT/VT
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3.4

Secondary Injection Tests
3.4.1 Distance Protection
3.4.2 Zone Reach Measurements:
Item
Description
1
Print out from Freja attached.

Checked

PH-E (PE): -Resistive reach: RFn (Ω/loop) = RFn (Ω/phase) = RFPE
-Reactive reach: XFn (Ω/loop) = XFn (Ω/phase)
= Xn (Ω/phase) + X1 (Ω/phase)= (2*X1 + X0) / 3
Chars. Angle = to at FW Direction

PH-PH (PP): -Resistive reach: RFn (Ω/phase) = ½ RFn (Ω/loop) = ½ RFPP.
- Reactive reach: XFn (Ω/phase) = ½ Xn (Ω/loop) = X1.
RFn: Zone n resistive reach resistance.
XFn: zone n positive sequence reactance.
X0 : line zero sequence reactance.
X1 : line positive sequence reactance.
o
3 PH: Same setting like PH-PH but, note PHS is rotated by 30 at 3PH, Due to that, zones at resistive reach is reduced
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3.4.3
Zone Timing Test:
Item
Description
1
Print out from Freja attached.
Limit: 28-33 ms ± 10ms ± 0.5 %.
The relay is tested on final setting
3.4.4
Phase Selection Function (PHS)
3.4.5
PHS Reach measurements
Item
1

Description
Print out from Freja attached.

Setting given as (Ω/loop ) not
(Ω/phase )
PHS , with Phase-to-Phase

PHS , with Phase-to-Earth

Checked

Checked

PHS , with 3 Phase

PH-E (PE): -Resistive reach: RFphs (Ω/loop) = RFphs (Ω/phase) = RFFwPE.
-Reactive reach: Xnphs (Ω/loop) = Xnphs (Ω/phase)
= (2*X1 + X0) / 3
PH-PH (PP): -Resistive reach: RFphs (Ω/phase) = ½ RFphs (Ω/loop) = ½ RFFwPP
- Reactive reach: X1phs (Ω/phase) = ½ X1phs (Ω/loop) = X1phs (Ω/phase).
3PH:

-Resistive reach: RFphs (Ω/phase) = 1.15 RFphs (Ω/phase).
- Reactive reach: X1phs (Ω/phase) = 1.335 * X1phs (Ω/phase).
0
Take in consideration that, although PHS rotate by 30 , it still keep directional angle ( , ) as its
starting boundary
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3.4.6 PHS timing test:
Item
1

3.4.7

Description
Print out from Freja attached.
Limit: 28-33 ms ± 10ms ± 0.5 %.

Checked

Power Swing Detection (PSD)
a. PSD Reach test Measurement
Description
Print out from Freja attached.

Item
1

Checked

Where:
RLdFw = KLdRFw * RLdOutFw
RLdIn = KLdRRv * RLdOutRv
b.
i.

Timing Test:
CHECK THE OPERATING TIME (TP1)
Type of fault
3 phase

ii.

Tp1 setting ms

Tp1 actual ms

CHECK THE BLOCKING TIME (t R2):

SETTING VALUE

MEASURED VALUE

Limit: ± 10 ms (see the tech. ref. manual page 90).

iii.

Item
1

Check of the blocking function

Description

Checked

Blocking of zone 1, 2 & 3
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iV .

CHECK THE FAST PSD TIME (tP2)

Timer
Tw
tP2

3.4.8

SETTING VALUE

MEASURED VALUE

Scheme Communication Test
tcoord set
:
t send min set (pulse) :
Zone-2 Set Time
: ms
a) PERMISSIVE UNDER REACH SCHEME :
Send logic
: CS = ZM1
Trip logic
: Trip = ZM2 + CR
Trip time without CR
Trip time with CR
Time send

:
:
:
:
:

msec
msec
msec

:
:
:
:
:

msec
msec
msec

:
:
:
:
:

msec
msec
msec

:
:
:
:

msec
msec

b) PERMISSIVE OVER REACH SCHEME :
Send logic
Trip logic
Trip time without CR
Trip time with CR
Time send

: CS = ZM1&ZM2
: Trip = ZM2 + CR

c) BLOCKING SCHEME :
Send logic
Trip logic
Trip time without CR
Trip time with CR
Time send

: CS = ZM4
: Trip = ZM2 + NO CR

d) DIRECT INTERTRIP SCHEME :
Send logic
Trip logic
Trip time
Time send

: CS = ZM1
: Trip = CR
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e) DIST WEI ECHO
t WEI set
: , Measured
:
Prolongation time fixed : ≤ 200 msec , Measured
Apply Reverse fault and check No ECHO send
f) DIST WEI TRIP
Measured trip time

:

:
:

msec

sec

U/V Check
PHASE

U Ph setting

R
Y
B

%
%
70
%

1) Check CB open and No WEI Trip

U Ph Calculated (V)

U Ph Measured
(V)

:

g) CURRENT REVERSAL LOGIC:
t pickup set
:
sec
t delay set
:
sec (Apply Reverse/Forward Fault )

3.4.9

:

msec

Automatic Switch on to Fault (SOTF)
a) Operating Time
SOTF ACTIVATION

ACCELERATION ZONE 3 TRIP
TIME (msec)

No Activation (without close command)
External Activation (with close command)
Internal Activation
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3.5 DIRECTIONAL RESIDUAL EARTH FAULT PROTECTION
3.5.1 CURRENT SENSITIVITY TEST

RCA setting

Voltage applied

Current measured (A)
Pickup
Drop off

Current setting

3.5.2 OPERATION ANGLE BOUNDARY LIMIT (FORWARD DIRECTION)
RCA
setting

Voltage
applied

Current
setting

Phase angle

Current
Applied

Lag
Pickup

Lead
Drop off

Pickup

Drop off

3.5.3 OPERATION ANGLE BOUNDARY LIMIT (REVERSE DIRECTION)
RCA
setting

Voltage
applied

Current
setting

Phase angle

Current
Applied

3.5.4 DEF COMMUNICATION SCHEME
Tcoordination set
TEF time tI set

Lag
Pickup

:
:

Lead
Drop off

Pickup

Drop off

sec
sec

a) PERMISSIVE OVER REACH SCHEME (POR)
CS SEND LOGIC
: FORWARD FAULT
TRIP LOGIC
: FORWARD FAULT + CR
Trip time measured with CR
Trip time Measured without CR
Send time

:
:
:
:
:

msec
msec

b) BLOCKING SCHEME
CS SEND LOGIC
: REVERSE FAULT
TRIP LOGIC
: FORWARD FAULT + NO CR
Trip time measured with CR
Trip time Measured without CR
Send time
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c) DEF WEI ECHO
t WEI set
: 0.09 sec , Measured
Prolongation time fixed : ≤ 200 msec , Measured

:
:

sec
msec

:

msec

d) DEF WEI TRIP
t WEI set
U/V Check
Phase

:

sec , Measured

3U0 Setting (V)

3U0 Calculated (V)

1) Check 2 CB’s open and No WEI Trip
e) CURRENT REVERSAL LOGIC
T pickup set
T delay set
Send time :

3U0 Measured (V)

:

:
:

sec
sec (Apply Reverse /Forward fault)
msec Trip time :

msec

3.6. DIFFERENTIAL FUNCTION
COMMUNICATION FAILURE CHECK
a) Disconnect a fiber optic channel “ Alarm should appeared”
b) Reconnect a fiber optic channel “ Alarm should disappeared”

:
:

3.6.1 IdMIN PICKUP _ DROP OFF
PHASE

SETTING (A)

PICKUP VALUE
(A)

DROP OFF
VALUE (A)

REMARKS

A
B
C
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3.6.2 TIME MEASUREMENT
tIdMin High

PHASE

=

sec

(Idiff injected < IdminHigh)

INJECTED CURRENT
(A)

MEASURED
TIME (sec)

REMARKS

A
B
C
IdMIN High

PHASE

=

Amps

INJECTED
CURRENT(A)

(Idiff injected > Idmin High)
MEASURED
TIME (msec)

REMARKS

A
B
C

3.6.3

Unrestrained Current PickupTest

Idunrest
Phase

Setting Value
( of IB )

Pickup Value

Drop Off Value

A
B
C

3.6.4 Unrestrained Current Time Test

Phase

Setting Value
( of IB )

Idunrest
Pickup Time
( ms )

Remarks

A
B
C
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3.6.5 PICK UP & DROP OFF TEST& OPERATING TIME FOR DIFFERENTIAL CURRENT ALARM :

PHASE

SETTING
Idiff Alarm
(A)

Measured
Pick Up
Value (A)

EXP.VALUE
(A)

Measured
Drop Out Value
(A)

Delay Time
(sec) Idiff
Alarm

Operating
Time (sec)

R
Y
B
Limits: Pick up & Drop Out ±2% of Ir According to the Catalogue for Technical Data – Page: 132
Accuracy: Instantaneous Operation: 25 ms.typically at 0 to 10*Id
According to the Catalogue for Technical Data –Page: 133

3.6.6 BIAS CHARACTERISTIC TESTING
SLOPE SECTION 1
When bias current is between:
0 ≤ Ibias ≤ Endsection1*IBase
Trip= IdminOp *Ibase
Set End section1 =

Idmin
set

I bias
Inject
A

Id
calculated
(Trip)

±% Errors

Id Measured
R

Y

B

R

Y

B

Limits; ± 2 %Ir According to the Catalogue for Commissioning and Maintenance – Page132

SLOPE SECTION 2
When bias current is between:
Endsection1*Ibase ≤ Ibias ≤ Endsection2*IBase
Trip = (IdminOp *Ibase+ slope section2/100 *(Ibias - End section1*Ibase ) A
Where; Idmin ; The Basic Diff Current Setting.
To check more than one point at the same slope, Change the bias current value and the equation above can be
used, and also for other differential settings '' Different slopes, '
Apply the above procedure for each phase.
Set End section 1
=
End section 2
=
IBase
=
Slope section2
=
Idmin set

I bias
Inject(A)

Id
calculated
(Trip)

±% Error

Id Measured
R

Y

B

R

Y

B

Limits; ± 2 %Ir According to the Catalogue for Commissioning and Maintenance – Page132
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SLOPE Section3
Repeat the test and check the result with the following equation;
When bias current is more than:
Ibias ≥ End section2*Ibase
Trip = Ibase*IdminOp + slope section2/100*(End section2 - End section1) +
( slope section3/100 * ( Ibias- End section2*Ibase )
A
Set End section 1
=
End section 2
=
IBase
=
Slope section 2
=
Slope section 3
=

Idmin
set.

I
injected
(A)

Id
calculated
(Trip)

±% Error

Id Measured (A)
R

Y

B

R

Y

B

Limits; ± 2 %Ir According to the Catalogue for Commissioning and Maintenance –; Page132
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